
Ethics and Writing in PSYCH 200
Psychology Faculty

SIGNATURE LEARNING PLO: Students interact knowledgeably and ethically with 
people and ideas from many cultures, religions, and identities.

PSYCHOLOGY PLO: Students identify, explain, and assess the ethical implications 
of issues and situations and act ethically.

RESULTS – STUDENT SCORES ON PSYCHOLOGY ETHICS RUBRIC:

REFLECTION FALL 2020:

• Missing in 38% of the papers was the "depth of thought" which showed 
that the students were considering the ethical situation beyond just 
making connections to the APA Ethics Code. Need to emphasize the 
importance of this for earlier assignments, which then should be reflected 
in how students complete the final paper.

• Need to adjust the class points and/or policies so that students must 
complete the final paper in order to pass the class.

• Some students had difficulty identifying an ethics situation from their own 
lives.

REFLECTION SPRING 2021:

• It is clear from both fall 2020 and spring 2021 that by the end of the PSYCH 
200 class, students are able to apply the APA Ethics Code to personal 
situations. For the next round of assessment, we need to examine their 
ability to apply the APA Ethics Code to research situations. Students get 
some experience with this in SOSCI 220, but it isn't emphasized as much in 
the PSYCH 200 class as other ethical situations.

REFLECTION OVERALL:

• Students did well on the assessment. They employed the APA Ethics Code 
to personal situations and were skilled at making connections to both the 
Guiding Principles and the Ethical Standards.

SIGNATURE LEARNING PLO: Students speak, write, read, and listen effectively.

PSYCHOLOGY PLO: Students communicate effectively in a variety of formats and 
to a variety of audiences.

RESULTS – STUDENT SCORES ON WRITING RUBRIC:

REFLECTION FALL 2020:

• This was the first time that I used this rubric. I'd like to use it with more 
student work before deciding whether it is the best tool for this purpose 
with this kind of student work.

• One student did not submit the final paper because he had enough points 
to pass this P/F class. The other two students who did not submit final 
papers had missed several earlier assignments, too.

• I need to adjust the points needed to pass the class and/or require 
submission of the final paper in order to ensure that students cannot pass 
the class without submitting the assignment.

REFLECTION SPRING 2021:

• While the ethics essay has a technical side (i.e., students must use the APA 
Ethics Code to analyze a situation), the essay also has a personal side in 
that students describe situations that they or their family/friends have 
been personally involved in. The personal nature of the assignment likely 
leads to better writing – we need to assess students' scientific writing, too.

REFLECTION OVERALL:

• Overall, students do a good job of writing this type of essay. They are citing 
the APA ethics code and their writing is clear and easy to read. 

FINAL PAPER ASSIGNMENT

What you are asked to do: Apply what you have learned 
in this class to your own experiences.

Why it’s important to do this: In your professional life, 
whether in an internship or as a psychologist, you will 
need to be able to identify situations in which the APA 
Ethics Code applies. It can be difficult to do that because 
those situations are usually not as clear as the case 
studies, scenarios, and movies that we explored in this 
class. This final reflection paper asks you to use what you 
have learned in a more nuanced way -- as it applies to 
your own experiences.

Here is how you should do this: Describe an ethical issue 
or situation that you have personally experienced. If you 
cannot think of one, then talk with friends or family 
members about an ethical situation that they 
experienced.

1. General Principles
• Identify Relevant APA Ethics Code General Principles
• Explain how the General Principles apply to the issue
• State any conflicts between the General Principles

2. Ethical Standards
• Identify Relevant APA Ethics Code Ethical Standards
• Explain how the Ethical Standards apply to the issue
• State any conflicts between the Ethical Standards

3. Stakeholders
• Identify the People Affected by the Ethical Issue
• Explain their perspectives

4. Provide Ways to Resolve the Ethical Issue that are 
consistent with the APA Ethics Code

SAMPLE: 56 students from fall 2020 and spring 2021 PSYCH 
200 – Psychology Ethics classes.

METHOD: Students completed and submitted the final 
paper. Students’ papers were scored using the final paper 
ethics rubric for the class and the written communication 
rubric from the English department.
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Rubrics for Assessing Student Work
Psychology Faculty

CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF PAPERS

Scholarship
Presentation of thoughtful ideas that are defended and argued in meaningful ways 10
Piece that demonstrates intelligent synthesis of material 10
Provides insightful analysis for plausible conclusions 10
Original, creative or novel thought enhances the essay’s overall message 10
The work demonstrates a command of the topic 10

Subtotal 50
Academic Writing

Correct use of English grammar, writing mechanics including syntax and sentence structure 10
Clearly stated introductions and conclusions that lead to a clear flow of ideas and concepts 10
Smooth transitions from idea to idea and paragraph to paragraph 10
When appropriate, use of citations from other scholarly literature 10
Mechanics of paper-double spaced with 12-point font; thoughtful title page, including your 
name, the course, date and name of the assignment

10

Subtotal 50
Total 100

RUBRIC USED FOR FINAL PAPER, CASE STUDIES, ASSIGNMENTS, AND MOVIE ANALYSIS

NOTE: Points vary based on how much the assignment/activity is worth.
Maximum Points Completed all part of the paper

Made connections to APA Ethics Code and/or readings
Content was accurate
Demonstrated depth of thought 
Submitted final paper on time
Completed all parts of the paper 
Made connections to APA Ethics Code and/or readings
Content was accurate
Completed all parts of the paper 
Made connections to APA Ethics Code and/or readings
Completed all parts of the paper 

Minimum Points Completed some of the paper
Zero Didn’t submit the paper

RUBRICS RELATED TO ETHICS
Signature Learning PLO: Students interact knowledgeably and ethically with people 
and ideas from many cultures, religions, and identities.

Psychology PLO: Students identify, explain, and assess the ethical implications of issues 
and situations and act ethically.

Used in PSYCH 200 – Psychology Ethics: Students learn to recognize ethical concerns, 
apply and effectively use the APA Ethics Code, and identify when ethical standards 
might be in conflict with each other and how to manage such conflicts.

RÉSUMÉ GRADING RUBRIC

Prepare a résumé that is free of spelling and grammatical errors. 2
Prepare a résumé that follows a clear organizational format. 2
Provide detailed peer feedback to one student. 2
Provide detailed peer feedback to a second student. 2
Incorporate peer feedback into a final version of your résumé. 2

Total 10

RUBRICS RELATED TO COMMUNICATION
Signature Learning PLO: Students speak, write, read, and listen effectively.

Psychology PLO: Students communicate effectively in a variety of formats and to a variety of 
audiences.

Used in PSYCH 300 – Career Planning: Students prepare to apply for graduate or professional 
school, internship, and employment by updating their resumes, drafting personal statements, and 
talking about their education and career plans.

PERSONAL STATEMENT GRADING RUBRIC

The Personal Statement demonstrates college-level writing (e.g., correct grammar, 
punctuation, & spelling; clear expression of ideas).

5

The Personal Statement covers relevant content areas and avoids the common 
mistakes that students make when writing a Personal Statement.

5

Total 10

ELEVATOR PITCH GRADING RUBRIC

The video is minimally two-minutes long. 2
The video demonstrates collegiate oral communication skills. 2
The video incorporates your education into your value proposition. 2
The video incorporates your life experiences into your value proposition. 2
The video demonstrates a planful, practiced approach. 2

Total 10

Used in PSYCH 410 – History and Systems of Psychology: Students synthesize psychology content 
across the discipline’s subfields via primary sources readings and structured essay writing.

GRADING RUBRIC – RESEARCH ETHICS ESSAY

Analyze the benefits of the proposed study. 1
Assess the risks of the proposed study. 1
Cite excerpts from relevant sources to support your assessment of the risks. 1
List 3 specific suggestions to ensure the ethical treatment of participants. 1
Demonstrate college-level writing. 1

Used in SOSCI 220 – Social Science Research Methods: Students complete CITI Training 
for research ethics. Students learn to recognize ethical concerns in research and how to 
correct them.

RUBRICS RELATED TO USING DATA
Signature Learning PLO: Students access, evaluate, interpret, and produce quantitative 
and qualitative information to solve problems.

Psychology PLO: Students recognize and apply basic research methods, including 
research design, data analysis, and interpretation including the use of technology for 
these purposes.

Used in SOSCI 220 – Social Science Research Methods: Students learn to read and 
understand research literature that describes both qualitative and quantitative 
methods.

GRADING RUBRIC – LITERATURE EXTRACTION TABLE

The articles are from peer-reviewed sources. 2
The citation is in correct APA style. 2
The selection of participants and the research design are adequately explained. 2
The results of the study and its significance are adequately explained. 2
The four articles were uploaded to iLearn. 2

GRADING RUBRIC – QUALITATIVE RESEARCH/LAND OF OPEN GRAVES

The essay described the research method (500-word minimum). 1
The essay listed the research method by its specific name. 1
The theoretical underpinning was named, explained, and its authors mentioned. 1
The essay described learning about the migrant experience/immigration policy. 1
The essay demonstrated college-level writing. 1

RUBRICS RELATED TO SCIENCE METHODS
Signature Learning PLO: Students articulate basic principles, methods, and societal 
effects of natural and social sciences.

Psychology PLO: Students demonstrate scientific thinking that was gained through 
practical research, laboratory, or field experience.

Used in SOSCI 220 – Social Science Research Methods: Students write a research 
proposal following A.P.A. style that will include a literature review with references, clear 
articulation of hypotheses, identification of variables and participants, and a carefully 
proposed research design that realistically controls participant variables and would 
yield a reliable and valid study. 

GRADING RUBRIC – RESEARCH PROPOSAL PAPER

The title page strictly conforms to APA style (title, running head, pagination, etc). 1
The abstract summarizes the study’s relevance, participants, and design). 1
The introduction satisfactorily summarizes four peer-reviewed studies. 1
The introduction section satisfactorily employs in-text citations. 1
The method section satisfactorily conveys selection of the participants. 1
The method section satisfactorily conveys the design (IV & DV explained). 1
The reference section strictly conforms to APA style. 2
The manuscript demonstrates college-level writing. 2

GRADING RUBRIC – CITI PROGRAM CERTIFICATION

Timely submit the CITI Social and Behavioral Research Basic/Refresher course 
Completion Certificate.  

5

Late submission 0
Failure to earn a Completion Certificate F



UCAP
University Competency Assessment Portfolio
Do you have experiences 
similar to what is learned 
in a regular college 
course?

Have you acquired a 
special skill or learning 
from volunteering, 
traveling, or working?

If so, you may be 
interested in UCAP 
credit.

Capital is pleased to have 
a fully on-line process for 
submission through our 
new platform, Anthology 
Portfolio.

Contact Person:
Janette E. McDonald, Ph.D. 
jmcdonal@capital.edu
UCAP Committee Member

What is an Assessment Portfolio? An Assessment Portfolio is a way to 
receive college course credit for life 
experiences you have had.

Who can complete an Assessment 
Portfolio?

Any Capital student with life 
experiences that are equivalent to 
college-level learning can complete an 
Assessment Portfolio.

How much does it cost? For Capital students the first 30 credit 
hours do not cost.

Who reviews my work? Faculty with expertise in the areas 
being assessed review your portfolio.

How do I learn to create and 
Assessment Portfolio?

Talk with your academic adviser, a 
member of UCAP, or take IDS 310.

How do I submit my Assessment 
Portfolio?

All work is submitted on-line through
the platform, Chalk & Wire.

mailto:jmcdonal@capital.edu


UC 170
Introduction to Ethics

•Students develop a normative 
vocabulary (e.g., justice, value, 
virtue).

•Students describe multiple 
frameworks for understanding 
morality.

•Students become comfortable with 
making reasoned judgements while 
understanding that the judgements 
are open to question.

•Students begin to identify 
contemporary moral issues.

UC 270
Cultural Pluralism

•Students are introduced to issues of 
identity (e.g., race, gender), 
particularly in the American context.

•Students analyze power asymmetry 
and describe how that affects 
people’s lives in a pluralistic 
community.

•Students evaluate the operation of 
power in a pluralistic community in 
terms of justice.

UC 370
Global Systems

•Students situate and evaluate their 
own decisions or actions as part of a 
larger global context.

•Students analyze how people are 
affected by the operation of a 
particular global system (e.g., 
communication, marine, human 
rights, food).

•Students evaluate the ethics and 
justice of a particular global system.

Signature Learning -- Ethics and Society Pathway
A Signature Learning Pathway is a series of courses and experiences that introduce, reinforce, and then lead to mastery of learning outcomes. Some courses in this pathway also 

might intersect with other Signature Learning courses and co-curricular experiences students have had.

The Signature Learning Program Learning Outcome (PLO), “students interact knowledgeably and ethically with people and ideas from 
many cultures, religions, and identities,” ties together the UC 170, 270, and 370 courses, with students learning about and then 
deepening and refining their understanding of ethical interactions across the three courses. This PLO also feeds into and builds upon 
what students experience in their majors and co-curricular experiences.



UC 110 and UC 120
College Reading & Writing

Oral Communication

• Students learn to communicate 
in different modes (e.g., writing, 
orally).

• Students engage in the research 
process, which includes critically 
engaging with a text or subject.

• Students articulate and are able 
to support their own perspective.

Fine Art Cognate Courses
Fine Arts

• Students build upon and extend 
their understanding of 
communication through the arts.

• Students experience (e.g., attend 
visual art shows, theater 
performances, music 
performances) and practice art 
as a form of communication.

• Students reflect on and critique 
experiences of art.

UC 220
Religious Foundations and the Bible

• Students build upon and extend 
their understanding of 
communication by exploring 
historical, literary and cultural 
critical approaches to religion 
and sacred texts.

• Students examine religious 
dimensions of human experience 
and various expressions of 
religion in life and society.

• Students develop an 
appreciation of the diversity of 
religious frameworks as ways 
that people make meaning of 
their experience in the world.

UC 320
Humanities

• Students build upon and extend 
their understanding of 
communication by extended 
engagement with culturally 
significant artifacts.

• Students engage in an 
interdisciplinary exploration of 
the human condition during a 
period of significant cultural 
change.

• Students analyze and critique 
primary sources and compare 
cultural artifacts.

Signature Learning -- Criticism and Culture Pathway
A Signature Learning Pathway is a series of courses and experiences that introduce, reinforce, and then lead to mastery of learning outcomes. Some courses in this pathway also 

might intersect with other Signature Learning courses and co-curricular experiences students have had.

The Signature Learning Program Learning Outcome (PLO), “students speak, write, read, and listen effectively,” ties together the UC 110, 
120, 210, 220, and 320 courses, with students learning about and then deepening and refining their communication skills. This learning 
outcome also feeds into and builds upon what students experience in their majors and co-curricular activities.

In addition, the Signature Learning PLO, “students analyze, contextualize, and engage with human 
cultures,” ties together the UC 210, 220, and 320 courses with students learning about and then 
deepening and refining their understanding of human cultures. This learning outcome also feeds 
into and builds upon what students experience in their majors and co-curricular activities.



Ethics and Society Assessment
Dr. Nate Whelan-Jackson (Philosophy) & Dr. Andy Carlson (History) 

Signature Learning revisions create new, outcome-oriented “pathways.” 
One is Ethics and Society.

(a) Program Learning Outcome shared by courses in the pathway: 
Students interact knowledgably and ethically with people and ideas 
from many cultures, religions, and identities.

(b) Courses include UC 170: Introduction to Ethics, UC 270: Cultural
Pluralism in America, and UC 370: Global Systems.

(c) Through the pathway, students develop the ability to situate 
themselves and evaluate the ethical dimensions of interpersonal 
interaction, living in a pluralistic, globally interconnected society.

(d) These connection motivate and enable longitudinal assessment of the 
pathway.

Planning Assessment 

With a common PLO, the Ethics and Society Community of Practice worked 
to establish common measures. We examined types of assignments and 
specified particular outcomes for those artifacts. 

We examined different possible assignments, including analyzing case
studies, and reflective essays. Through our discussions, we articulated 
common desired outcomes, which aided the development of a common
rubric. Clarifying these shared outcomes provided a background for writing 
and editing new assignment prompts. 

A goal of the rubric is to evaluate how students develop on shared 
outcomes across their experience, as well as provide assessment data for 
individual classes and experiences on the pathway.

Assignment in UC 170: Students wrote Write a 5 page reflective essay 
that addressed the following:
• Identifies a specific moral “cause” and explains why it is particularly 

salient or important
• Describes how the issue impacts those involved
• Describes personal relevance (why do you care about this?)
• Uses two (or more) ethical theories to evaluate some policy or 

proposed course of action regarding the issue
• Synthesizes theory, research on the issue, and personal 

commitment to offer a distinct course of action

Assignment in UC 270: The assignment started with an annotated 
bibliography with 10 entries on current stories on race, ethnic, class, and 
gender relations in the United States today. This was followed by a 4-6 
page research paper with the following prompt: What is the way forward 
for improving race, ethnic, class, and gender relations in the United 
States? 

Dimensions of the Shared Ethics and Society Rubric:
1. Employs normative vocabulary (good/bad, right/wrong, just/unjust, 

etc…)
2. Consistently applies ethical theory
3. Situates in a pluralistic context
4. Compares or contrasts multiple views/theories
5. Situates in systems theory
6. Identifies actions/traits/policies as having moral importance (Clearly 

identifies moral issues)
7. Expresses individual connection to issue

Assessment Results
UC 170

UC 270

Reflections & Future Directions

UC 170: One point where students did not score as highly as expected 
was on consistently employing a normative vocabulary. Beyond additional 
practice in other assignments, one response is to remind students what 
normative terms are, particularly as they relate to different theoretical 
frameworks, as the semester progresses.

UC 270: Evaluation of these 7 criteria are dependent on the assignment.  
For example, the Participant Observer assignment which has been used in 
Cultural Pluralism for many years, but which was not evaluated with this 
rubric, would be more effective for Criteria 4 and 7.  In addition, a more 
focused research paper which assigned students specific minority groups 
and their issues (an approach I have used in the past) would likely produce 
better results for Criteria 6 (identifies policies as having moral 
importance).  

Both: There is clear progress on item 3 from the Ethics class to Cultural 
Pluralism. Another positive result is that students continue to practice 
using a normative vocabulary. Using the rubric in the future, the
community of practice will need to meet to norm scoring across classes,
as well as set expectations for where students would score on different 
dimensions and various points on the pathway.

UC 170
Ethics

•Students learn and apply a normative 
vocabulary

•Students are introduced to a collection of 
ethical theories and asked to apply them to 
a variety of cases and contemporary issues

UC 270 
Cultural Pluralism

•Students learn and describe issues of 
identity in a pluralistic context 

•Students identify and evaluate ethical 
issues specific to living in a pluralistic 
community

UC 370
Global Systems

•Students examine particular global systems
•Students situate themselves in a global 

context and evaluate the operation and 
effects of these systems.

Signature Learning revisions allow for courses and experiences to be organized around a set of Program Learning Outcomes, such that multiple classes and experiences can introduce, reinforce, and promote mastery of one 
outcome or another. Communities of Practice are organized around the outcomes. The Ethics and Society Community of Practice has worked to develop classes, discuss assignments, and build assessment practices with a 
goal of assessing students’ growth relative to the shared outcome. In the spring, two instructors piloted the rubric at different points in the pathway. Here, we present some findings and reflections on the nascent attempt 
to assess along Signature Learning Pathways. 

Development needed Developing Meets expectations Exceeds Expectations N/A 

1. Employs Normative 
Vocabulary (right/wrong, 
good/bad, just/unjust, etc...) 

6 19 2

2.Consistently applies ethical 
theory 12 13 2
3.Situates issue in pluralistic 
context 1 5 20 1
4.Compares or contrasts 
multiple views/theories 2 25
5.Situates in systems theory 1 7 15 2
6.Identifies actions/traits/ 
policies as having moral 
importance (Can identify ethical 
issues) 

11 14 2

7.Expresses individual 
connection to issue 1 1 25

Ethics and Society Pathway

Development needed Developing Meets 
expectations Exceeds Expectations N/A 

1. Employs Normative 
Vocabulary (right/wrong, 
good/bad, just/unjust, etc...) 

5 7 1
2.Consistently applies ethical 
theory 1 7 3 3
3.Situates issue in pluralistic 
context 6 7 1
4.Compares or contrasts 
multiple views/theories 1 4 7 1
5.Situates in systems theory 14

6.Identifies actions/traits/ 
policies as having moral 
importance (Can identify ethical 
issues) 

6 7 1

7.Expresses individual 
connection to issue 2 5 5 2



Developing a Historian’s Voice: Ethics and Communication
Andy Carlson, Department of History 

SIGNATURE LEARNING PLO: Students interact 
knowledgeably and ethically with people and ideas 
from many cultures, religions, and identities.

HISTORY  PLO: Graduates of the History 
Program will be able to exercise ethical judgment in 
their reading, writing, and speaking about history. 

STUDENT SCORES ON HISTORY RUBRIC
CRITERION FOR ETHICS:

REFLECTION: The best essays present a thesis with 
analysis which reflects command of the history: 
names, events, dates, and contexts.  Less successful 
essays do not indicate sufficient knowledge of  the 
presidencies of Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, 
Johnson, or Nixon to identify key moments of 
ethical decision-making or to provide a comparative 
judgement of each president’s choices in the 
Vietnam war.

CONCLUSION: The Signature Learning and 
History PLOS for ethics are complementary—each 
addressing different aspects of ethical reasoning. 

SIGNATURE LEARNING PLO: Students speak, 
write, read, and listen effectively.

HISTORY  PLO: Graduates of the History 
Program will demonstrate competence in writing, 
speaking, listening, and reading.  

STUDENT SCORES ON HISTORY RUBRIC FOR
CRITERION FOR COMMUNICATION:

REFLECTION: The essays that proposed the most 
convincing ethical analysis generally demonstrated 
a command of writing, listening, and reading. This 
is evident in the subtlety and accuracy with which 
they refer to course materials.  It is also evident in 
their thesis statements, articulation of problems, and 
ability to extract and evaluate information.

CONCLUSION: The Department of History made 
a conscious decision to devise one rubric with eight 
criteria for all of our assignments.  This analysis 
suggests the advantages of integrative rubrics.

FINAL ESSAY EXAM FOR HI- 121

Directions:  For your final exam write on two 
of the following three questions.  Each essay 
should be 5-7 paragraphs.  Use complete 
sentences.  State your thesis in the first 
paragraph.  Restate and qualify your thesis 
in the last paragraph.  Use specific names, 
dates, and  events in your argument.  Also 
refer to primary and secondary readings 
where appropriate. 

1. What are two continuities and two 
changes in American politics since the 
1960s?  In your view, which of these 
changes and/or continuities are most 
significant?

2. Assess the ethical judgment and actions of 
at least two U.S. presidents involved in 
the conduct of the Vietnam war.  Did one 
president make more significant ethical 
mistakes than another?  Explain. 

3. Would you argue that the election of 
Barack Obama in 2008 marked the 
beginning of a post-racial era in 
American history?   Explain. 

SAMPLE: 22 students from Spring 2021 History 
121 (Survey of U.S. History since 1877). 

METHOD: Students completed and submitted 
their  final exams.  The essays were scored 
using the new History Rubric adopted by the 
Department in March 2021.  This rubric adds 
criteria for Communication and Ethics to 6 
criteria that have been used for more than 10 
years. 

Student exercises ethical judgment and objectivity in reading, 
writing, and speaking about history.

Exceeds expectations 6

Meets expectations 10

Partially meets expectations 5

Does not meet expectations 1

Student demonstrates competence in writing, speaking, listening, and 
reading. 

Exceeds expectations 7

Meets expectations 12

Partially meets 
expectations

3

Does not meet 
expectations

0



The Hinges Conference
Center for Faith and Learning

SIGNATURE LEARNING PLO: Students interact knowledgeably and ethically with people 
and ideas from many cultures, religions, and identities.

Identities Represented from Presenters in applications, presentations, or panel 
discussions.

Religious Identities
• Ten (10) identified as Lutheran
• Three (3) identified as Christian without further denominational specificity
• Two (2) identified as Methodist
• One (1) person each identified as Baptist, Church of God in Christ, Jain, Jewish, 

and Spiritual But Not Religious

Gender Identities and Sexual Orientation
• Fourteen (14) identified as women
• Seven (7) identified as men
• One (1) identified as Transgender
• Two (2) identified as gay or homoromantic
• Four (4) identified as bisexual
• One (1) identified as aromantic

Relationship to Capital at the Time of Presentation
• Thirteen (13) undergraduate students
• Two (2) tenure track faculty
• Two (2) seminary students
• One (1) adult degree completion student
• One (1) part-time faculty
• One (1) law student
• One (1) staff employee

Racial and Ethnic Identities
• Four (4) identified as Black or African American
• Two (2) identified as Multiracial
• One (1) identified as Native American
• One (1) identified as Latino/a
• One (1) identified as Indian descent
• Fifteen (15) identified as White or having white privilege

KEY TAKEAWAYS FROM DATA ANALYSIS

1. There is a significant difference between the percentage of Lutheran presenters 
(nearly 50%) and number of Lutheran students at Capital (9%).

2. Black or African American presenters represented 19% of those selected, 
compared to 8.7% of the student population.

3. 28% of presenters identified as LGBTQ+, whereas Gallup estimates 4.3% of adults 
In the Columbus area identify as LGBTQ+.

4. The absence of any Atheist or Agnostic presenters, and only 1 SBNR, 
underrepresents the national (21%) and Capital (14.5%) of "Nones."

5. While under 2% of Capital's student population, international and global students 
were underrepresented with 0 presenters.

6. Though not a statistically significant sample, this information can help us invite 
future presenters that increase interactions with increasingly diverse cultures, 
religions, and identities in the Hinges Conference.

SIGNATURE LEARNING PLO: Students interact knowledgeably and ethically 
with people and ideas from many cultures, religions, and identities.

At the conclusion of the Spring 2021 Hinges Conference, staff, participants, and 
presenters were asked to reflect on the event. Quantitative data was collected 
using a 1-5 Likert Scale, with qualitative answers collective via open-ended 
questions.

SELECTED RESULTS – QUANTITATIVE

• 60% of respondents indicate the event was helpful in achieving the PLO, while 
40% indicate that the event was very helpful.

• 80% of respondents indicate they were satisfied with both the diversity and 
quality of the presentations.

• No respondents indicated any level of dissatisfaction, which calls into question 
the breadth of respondents.

SELECTED RESULTS – QUALITATIVE

When asked about key learnings from the event, responses included:
• "Religious affiliation and spiritual practices can help increase one's sense of 

resiliency in light of difficult times."
• "Never judge a book by its cover. Know your village."
• "It is important to have more events and opportunities like these where people 

can just talk about their experiences, and have others listen to them and 
support them."

When asked about what was helpful or unhelpful, responses included:
• "Hearing from people of different identities and statuses, and seeing how 

intersectionality has played a major role in how they’ve been treated, and how 
it has strengthened their faith."

• "What I found helpful was the diverse representation from all of the 
institutions of Capital University (undergraduate students, law school, 
seminary, staff/faculty, etc.). I was also pleased with how much diversity there 
was among the presenters in terms of race and ethnicity, age, gender, sexuality, 
and religion."

When asked about recommendations for future events responses included:
• "It would be better for this event to be held in person (although that was not a 

possibility this year due to COVID)."
• "Keep going like this. Keep connecting to all corners of Capital's community."

KEY TAKEAWAYS FROM SURVEY ANALYSIS

1. Participants desire an embodied event to foster more authentic interactions in 
diverse communities.

2. At this time in Capital's life, diversity of school affiliation (College, Law, 
Seminary) matters to the learning experience.

3. While the data analysis raises areas to increase diversity of presenters, 
respondents appreciate the diversity with this event as compared to other 
opportunities.

THE HINGES CONFERENCE:
PURSUING AUTHENTICITY IN RELIGIOUS CONVERSATIONS

AY 2018-2019, The Hinges Conference was launched with 
a grant from the Philip N. Knutson Endowment in 
Lutheran Campus Ministries. The expressed intent in the 
grant request was to feature authentic conversations 
about how spirituality positively or negatively impacted 
presenters' sense of identity.

Since that time, the CFL hosted four events (Fall 2018, 
Spring 2019, Spring 2020, Spring 2021), featuring 
presentations of 21 Capital students, faculty, and staff.

Presenters are asked to share their stories in roughly 
ten-minute presentations by responding to at least one 
of the following three questions:

1. How has spirituality, whether your own practices 
and beliefs or those of others, positively or 
negatively intersected with other aspects of your 
identity?

2. In what ways have religious ideas, faith 
communities, or ritual practices affected the way 
you understand your race, sexuality, gender, 
abilities, and culture?

3. What have you learned, in your lived experience, 
that people need to know about the intersection of 
spirituality and other aspects of your identity, and 
of our own identities?

After the conclusion of presentations, presenters take 
part in a panel discussion that fields questions from the 
audience and from other presenters.

Assessment of our targeted Signature Learning PLO 
comes both through analyzing the data of who 
presented at all conferences thus far, as well as a survey 
of Spring 2021 participants about their learnings and 
suggestions for improvement.



HSPTS Student Learning Models
Testing Modes Training Modes
- Sensory Integration - % Wt. Bearing
- Postural Stability - Weight Shift
- Bilateral Comparison - Posture 
stability
- Limits of Stability - Motor Control
- Motor Control - Maze Control
- Fall Risk - Random Control

Biodex Balance System SD in Action

Health and Sport Sciences ‘20-’21

Biodex Balance System SD  donated to Capital Univ. HSPTS and 
Athletics by the generosity of Leon ’68 and Sandy ‘67 Simpson.  

HSPTS Student Applied Models
Applied Research Rehab Protocols
- Multiple Sclerosis - Concussion
- Parkinson’s Disease      Assessment
- Alzheimer’s - Concussion
- Wounded Warrior Protocol
- Balance Training - Balance Injury Rehab
- Older adult pop.

Biodex Balance System SD expanding HSPTS Student Signature Learning via 
Practicum Experience, Community Engaged Learning, and Student Research

** Register for your balance testing and training
- contact Julie Polta Dallas: jdallas@capital.edu



Capital University
Department of Sociology and Criminology

The Adaptation and Evolution of a Presentation Assignment in 
CRIM-380: Victimology

Drs. Sherry N. Mong and Laura Boser-Kane
Signature Learning Outcome: "Students speak, write, read, and listen effectively.”

Sociology and Criminology Program Learning Outcome: “Students communicate sociological and/or 
criminological ideas clearly and coherently in a variety of formats and to diverse audiences."

Assignment: CRIM-380 Final Oral Presentation

1 2 3 4 N/A 
1. Demonstrates respect 

for/identification with audience

2. Thesis-builds strong case as to why 
topic is important to victimology

3. Critical synthesis of past scholarly 
work

4. Cites sources/references

5. Presentation is logical/well 
organized/well structured

6. Eye contact, poise, confidence

7. Clarity, vocal variety, rate of speech, 
talks rather than reads

8. Use of presentational aids



Student Intern Assessment: Building an Inclusive Community
Hanna Pinkelman, Matt Rhyand, Abbey Rutschilling, Deanna N. Wagner

Student and Community Engagement (SCE) Learning Outcome: 
Students build an inclusive community which respects the human dignity of others.

Signature Learning Program Learning Outcome: 
Students interact knowledgeably and ethically with people and ideas from many cultures, religions, and identities.

BACKGROUND
The Office of Student and Community 
Engagement (SCE) provides an inclusive 
environment for growth and development through 
extra and co-curricular learning experiences, both 
on campus and in the community, for all students. 
By providing a place to be and do, the SCE helps 
students find their home at Capital. 

The Office of Student and Community 
Engagement is committed to diversity, equity, and 
inclusion. To support this work in the SCE, the 
professional staff in the office wanted their team to 
be aware of their own implicit bias, as it relates to 
all different types of diversity. 

Student Interns completed Implicit Association 
Tests (IAT) through Project Implicit at Harvard 
University and reported their results anonymously. 
The reported results will guide the training and 
work for the team next academic year. 

About the Student Interns and Roles
Student Interns serve in a variety of capacities in 
the SCE, including serving roles in community 
engagement, the Bonner Leader Program, 
Fraternity and Sorority Life, Leadership 
Development, and Outreach/Social Media.

Understanding implicit bias is important in each of 
these roles and spans the work done in 
collaboration with other offices, departments, and 
student organizations. 

PROJECT AND RESULTS
About the Implicit Association Test (IAT)
Project Implicit, founded in 1998, is a non-profit organization and international 
collaboration between researchers who are interested in implicit social cognition -
thoughts and feelings outside of conscious awareness and control. The goal of the 
organization is to educate the public about hidden biases and to provide a “virtual 
laboratory” for collecting data on the internet. According to Harvard’s Project 
Implicit (2011), the IAT “measures attitudes and beliefs that people may be 
unwilling or unable to report.”

Methods
Student interns selected three IATs to complete from 13 different options. They 
then recorded their results and thoughts via an anonymous Qualtrics link. No 
identifying demographic information was collected. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE 
PRACTICE

Participants were also asked how professional staff 
members in the SCE can help and support their growth in 
this area. 

“I believe that more opportunities for reflection would 
be beneficial so that we have space and time to look 

at ourselves. By doing this you can hopefully 
confront the biases that you have.”

From this assessment, the SCE will implement 
the following practices next academic year:
• Incorporate Implicit Bias training during intern 

orientation each fall
• Integrate attendance at 2 - 3 programs each 

semester on diversity, equity, and inclusion into 
the role of all student interns

• Continue to hold monthly intern meetings and 
create an agenda item for reflection on implicit 
biases and other areas of diversity, equity, and 
inclusion

• Continue to assess growth in this learning 
outcome

• Have interns complete the IAT in the Fall of 
2021 as a pre-test and then again in Spring 
2022 as a post-test

Results
The following results were recorded: 
Moderate Automatic Preference Strong Automatic Preference

Christianity over Islam Abled Persons over Disabled Persons

Male with Family and Female with Career Slight Automatic Preference

Christianity over Judaism Dark Skinned People over Light Skinned 
People

Gay people over Straight people Dark Skinned People over Light Skinned 
People

Fat people over Thin people Little to No Automatic Association

Harmless Objects with Black Americans 
and Weapons with White Americans

Female and Male with Science and Liberal 
Arts

Joe Biden over Donald Trump Weak Automatic Preference

Straight people over Gay People Transgender People over Cisgender People
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